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Every year Swedish Dart Federation organize Sweden Cup, it's like Swedish Master for teams
from local districts. This year it was 8 teams from 6 different districts. Stockholm had two teams
and VDD (West coast of Sweden.) had also two teams. The other was 
Uppsala
, Dalarna, SkÃ¥ne and Götaland. It's played like world cup with team, singles and pairs. 

  

I played for Stockholm team 2. My team was Sven-Erik Lundberg, John Westerlund Ulf Hedin,
Karin Fridlund, Pernilla Brodin and our superb coach Magnus Karlsson.

  

  

This year they started out with the singles and I played my darts almost perfect with my
measurements. Still waiting for a 9 darter. I made it to the final after beating Daniel Larsson with
4-0 in the second round. In the semi-final I was up against my soon to be team-mate Rainier
Maaninka and it was a real good game where he made like three errors in the hole game and I
let him pay at once each time. Won the game with 4-3. Marcus Korhonen was the last man
standing on the other side so it was me and him on stage. It became 3-3 and in the final leg he
had 62 left and I 135, my throw, first red bull, 85 left and to my bad luck it bounces on the wire. I
put the last one in and left 40. But I thought Markus was my friend but it turned out he wasn't.
Single 10, single 12 and of course double 20. Game set and match.

  

  

Felt like .....but next time PAY BACK TIME. By the way he's still my friend.

  

  

In the pairs I played with John Westerlund and we made it to the semifinal where Ronny Röhr
and of course Rainer Maaninka wanted to beat us, they did. The lost in the final against Markus
Korhonen/Kenneth Högwall. Well done Markus two gold in one day. 
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Team play on Sunday and the whole team played like a team it was real fun but lost against Sto
ckholm
team 1 who one the whole thing. Congratulations. We ended up joint third. It was a really fun
weekend and thanks to everyone who made this to a great tournament.
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